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Early the next morning, a dozen miles away from the docks in the slums, Linda changed into a

new set of clothes and she led the child to some breakfast before dropping her off at the nursery,
the one downstairs from her. Finally, she gave the little girl a good pep talk, hugged her once

more tightly and left.

Her daughter was her courage to live in this world, and shortly after Linda left, Lin Hao
appeared next to the nursery. When he walked up to the door of the crèche, there was an old lady
inside telling stories to a group of children and entertaining them, and Linda's daughter was there.
When the old lady inside the simple classroom saw Lin Hao standing at the door, she came out in
confusion.

And by now Lin Hao had changed into a clean set of clothes, wearing a black trench coat
and his face had been washed a little. The whole person, apart from the sadness deep in his eyes,
didn't look much different from before the Lin family's accident. Yes after last night's night of
killing, Lin Hao had released a large part of the hostility in his heart, and now his mind had slowly

smoothed out, and he was finding himself step by step.

"Sir, do you need something?" The old white lady looked at Lin Hao suspiciously and

asked him politely, she had lived her whole life and naturally still had some eyesight, she knew
Lin Hao was no ordinary person as soon as she looked at him.

The first time she saw Lin Hao, she knew he was no ordinary person. Lin Hao took out a
brand new cheque and handed it to the old lady and said, "Granny, here is one million euros, this
is my financial support for this nursery, I hope you continue to keep this nursery open so that the
children can grow up happy and joyful ......"



The white old lady's body trembled violently, she looked at the cheque in Lin Hao's hand
incredulously, and her speech was a little stuttered. Staring blankly at the cheque Lin Hao put into
her hand, she looked up at Lin Hao after a while and said, "First ...... Mr., can you tell me why
you want to fund this nursery for us?"

Lin Hao took a deep look at the children playing inside and took a deep breath and said to
the old lady, "There is no reason, I just want to let these children know that the world is a good

place and feel that life is worth living. And this money is nothing to me ...... Granny, just take
it ......"

The white granny, her hair all white, listened to Lin Hao's words and her eyes were soaked
with tears. She was just an old lady who looked after the children of her neighbours in the slums,
and basically didn't want money, just enough to live on her own, and she couldn't afford to hire

teachers for these children. But now after this grant from Lin Hao, it could be said that the slum

children were blessed.

With a bang, the old white lady knelt directly in front of Lin Hao and gave him a deep

bow, "Thank you sir, may God bless you ......"

Lin Hao helped the old white lady up and said to her, "Granny, can you call Linda's child
out? I would like to speak to her, is that okay?"

"Um, um, yes, wait a moment sir, it's really a blessing for Linda to know someone like

you ......" the old white lady said, and turned around and went back to the humble classroom.
Calling Linda's daughter out.



Soon Linda's daughter came out and she looked at Lin Hao with big bright eyes and asked,
"Uncle, are you the one calling me?"

The little girl was wearing a very plain little grey dress that was washed white in places a
little. But she was really pretty, with pretty eyes and a pretty little face. The whole thing was full
of childish innocence, and one could instantly fall in love with it, a very pure little girl.

Lin Hao squatted down and said to the little girl with a smile, "Has anyone ever said that
your eyes are the most beautiful stars in this world?"

The little girl thought for a moment and said, "Well, my mother said so. How did you

know that, Uncle?"

Lin Hao continued to smile and said, "Well, because uncle is your mother's friend ah, by
the way, what is your name ah ......"

"Uncle, my name is Niu Niu, uncle you are my mother's friend, that's great, uncle you are
so good looking." The little girl called Niu Niu said smiling at Lin Hao, and tilted her head while
looking at him, innocently.

Lin Hao now knew why Linda liked China so much, even her own daughter's name smelt
of China. Lin Hao liked this little girl called Niu Niu even more, Linda protected her so well, her
eyes were as beautiful as the stars in the sky, as pure and flawless.
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Lin Hao took out a card from his pocket and handed it to the little girl and said, "Niu Niu, this is
the card your mother lent to uncle last time, when your mother comes back today, you can return
it to her for uncle, okay?"

Niu Niu nodded and asked curiously, "Hmm, but uncle, why don't you return it to my

mother yourself?"

Lin Hao took a breath after thinking about it, smiled, stroked the little girl's head and said,
"Because uncle is leaving later, he has to go to a very far away place, so he can only let Niu Niu
return it for uncle, will you do this favor for uncle?"

Niu Niu felt like she was newly appointed by Lin Hao and seemed to feel like she could
help others, so she nodded vigorously, stuffed the card into her pocket and tucked it in again, and
said to Lin Hao, "Well, don't worry uncle, I will definitely return it to my mum for uncle ......"

Lin Hao smiled and nodded as he continued to say to the little girl, "Well Niu Niu is good,
by the way Niu Niu, your mother is a very good woman, she is beautiful and strong, she has
taught uncle a lot of things. She's the best friend I've met over here in Europe. Your mum helped

me when uncle first met her, so when she comes back, say thank you to your mum for me,
okay?"

"Mmm, okay ......" the little girl agreed seriously. Lin Hao looked at her serious little look
and couldn't help but squat down and say to Niu Niu again, "Then, let's touch fists, this is our
agreement oh ......"

"Mmm ......" The little girl then stretched out her little fist and touched it with Lin Hao's.
Lin Hao finally stroked the little girl's head and turned to leave ......



Besides, Linda, after she had arranged for her daughter, went to work over at the pier.
Only when she had just arrived at the dockside, she found that it was already surrounded by

people, with a police car flashing next to her.

When the foreman on the dock saw Linda coming, he rushed to meet her, with a look of
desire to say something, his eyes full of complications.

"What ...... is wrong? Out, what's happened? Those men, they seem to be over at my

office ......" Linda couldn't help but remember the desperate scene last night when she was bullied

by those three men. And now that those police officers were around her office working on the case,
she couldn't help but think that it could be those three men who were in trouble.

And just as she thought, the foreman next to her nodded to her and said, "Well, those three
officers from the company headquarters were killed in your office yesterday, dead beyond belief,
their whole bodies chewed up by wild dogs. And it's not just us here, even over at the company
headquarters, a few people died last night, all in the same miserable state ......"

Linda's face went white instantly; after all, those three people had died in her office. And
last night? Closed Isi Aisandi Aifu? night she had also been bullied by those three men there, and
this was something she could never get away with if the police were there to do a proper
investigation.

But then the foreman's words shook her to her core: "Linda, that Chinese guy killed those
people, those officers were always bullying you, good job, that Chinese guy is a fucking man!
Bull! Linda don't worry this happened in your office but it has nothing to do with you, and that

Chinese guy has disappeared, just tell the truth when the police come over and ask you later ......"



Linda listened to the whole person completely froze, after a while, as if she suddenly
remembered something, she hurriedly asked the foreman next to her, "Quickly tell me, who were
all killed over at the head office? Quickly!"

The foreman flipped through his phone and opened an internal company announcement
and handed it to Linda. Linda looked at the list of those who had been killed at the head office,
and the phone in her hand snapped to the floor, her eyes instantly turning red ...... because those
people who had been killed were all people who had bullied her!!!
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I don't know how many times in her midnight dreams Linda wanted to kill herself. Yes, she had
been unclean for a long time, and over the years she had been alone and with her daughter, so it
was a man over at the head office who wanted to come over and bully her for no other reason than
because she was pretty.

And it's not as if she herself hadn't thought about scratching her own face off over the
years. That way those men would no longer be interested in her. But it was no use, she needed the
job badly, her life was already ruined and she couldn't let her daughter be ruined too no matter

what, she still had to pay for her to go to university. And now when she knew that all those people

were dead, she suddenly let go of her heart and was replaced by a deep sense of emotion.

Linda didn't think long about the two white policemen? Ai Ai Shan Lu Fu Zero Ai Ai?
then came up to her and asked her a series of questions. The policemen though instinctively
suspected that the deaths of those men had something to do with Linda. But after all, the
surveillance on the pier showed clearly that those people's deaths had nothing to do with Linda,
and most importantly that the Chinese man had disappeared too. All the people involved were

dead again, and the other thing was that the police had checked Linda's office and knew what had



happened there. So they just took some statements from Linda, left a message that Linda should
be available for summons in the future, and then left.

After the police left, the foreman beside Linda took a deep breath and said to Linda,
"Linda, you should go back first, the whole company is on holiday today, after such a big incident,
this pier will also be blocked for a few days. You go home and calm your mind ......"

"Um, okay ......" Linda was a little lost in thought as she headed back.

When Linda had just returned to the slum, she was surprised to see the old lady outside

the ramshackle nursery in the slum with a group of children who were outside with various gifts
and playing, each one particularly happy.

When the old lady saw Linda coming back, she rushed up to her and smiled at her and

said, "Linda, thank you and thank your friend for all this ......"

Linda was puzzled on the spot and looked at the old lady blankly for a while before
asking, "Grandma, why do I not understand what you are saying? You've been helping me look

after Niu Niu every day, so I should be the one thanking you, right? Besides, I don't have any
friends here, do I?" Linda asked one question after another.

The old lady smiled and shook her head, "Linda should thank you. After you left today,
that Chinese gentleman approached me and gave us a million Euros, thank God, thank that
Chinese gentleman, thank the Chinese people, with this grant, all our children in the slums, can go
to primary school ......" The more the old white lady said, the more excited she became.



"What, it's him?" Linda's heart shook violently once again.
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Without waiting for her to say anything, the old white lady suddenly took out her phone and

flipped out a photo, a photo of Lin Hao squatting and talking to Niu Niu, handed it to Linda and

said, "Well, that Chinese gentleman wouldn't tell me his name, so I secretly took a photo of him,
this Chinese gentleman is the most gentleman I've ever met, a more gentlemanly gentleman than
us Western Europeans! " The old white lady did not mince words in praising Lin Hao.

Linda looked at the photo on her mobile phone of Lin Hao talking to her daughter, looking
at the photo, Lin Hao was so handsome, a completely different person from the Lin Hao who was

working on the pier. In this moment Linda realized why Lin Hao had no concept of money or

anything when he was working at the pier, because people really didn't need it.

At this time, Linda's daughter Niu Niu ran over and ran to Linda's legs and said to Linda,
"Mom, mum, uncle asked me to say thank you for him, oh yes, he also asked me to return your

card to you ......"

Linda was even more puzzled and crouched down to look at her daughter and said, "My

card? My what card?"

The next moment Niu Niu took out Lin Hao's black card from her innermost pocket and

handed it to Linda. When Linda took the card, she saw the words written on it: "The sun always
rises, cheer up, this is a small token of my appreciation", and below these words was a series of

codes.



"Black card with a minimum deposit of a million ......" Linda looked at the black card in
her hand and then looked at the card standing on the self? She looked at her daughter who was

smiling at her. In a moment she just felt that all the darkness in her life had been dispelled. In an
instant she couldn't help but tear up ......

"Mommy, why are you crying? Mummy doesn't cry, mummy doesn't cry ......" the little
girl reached out to wipe Linda's tears.

Linda nodded heavily and bit her lip hard, trying to force the tears from her eyes, but
found that she couldn't stop them. Eventually she hugged the little girl and bawled her eyes out in
the street.

Before she cried, she basically cried in despair, but only this time was different, this time
she was crying with joy and happy tears. Because she knew that from today onwards, all the
nightmares, all the pain and all the grievances she had suffered before had completely

disappeared. From this day onwards, the sun will shine again in her life.

Linda stood on the road with her daughter in her arms, crying, and in a haze of tears, she
seemed to see the figure of Lin Hao. She murmured from the bottom of her heart, "Lin, thank you,
thank you for giving me a second life, thank you for giving my daughter a future, thank you,
thank you ......"

Deep inside, Linda kept expressing her gratitude to Lin Hao, and after she had finished

thanking him, a heartfelt blessing rose up, "Lin, I don't know what exactly happened to you, but
I'm sure you'll pull through, cheer up, the sun will rise tomorrow, Lin, cheer up, cheer up ......"
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Inside Lin's base in Western Europe, Lin Qingcheng looked at the report sent by her men, on
which was Lin Hao's news from last night. Yes, after a month and a half, she had finally received

news from Lin Hao again, and the last picture was of Lin Hao, who had returned to his normal

state, smiling and touching fists with that little girl, in that picture, even though there was still a
deep sadness in Lin Hao's eyes, Lin Hao was smiling ......

"Brother, I believe you will be able to pull through, I'll wait for you ......" Lin Qingcheng
murmured as she looked at the photo.

The next moment Lin Qingcheng stood up and instructed the men in front of her, "Go do
one thing, put pressure on the police at that pier to close that case. Secondly, arrange for that
woman called Linda to be placed in a group under our command, give her a better position and
treatment, and go and aid in the construction of some infrastructure in that slum ......"

"Yes! Eldest Miss ......" The warrior in front of Lin Qingcheng nodded his head and then

went to make arrangements. He also knew what Lin Hao had gone through in the past month's
time.

And now Lin Hao, who had completely cleaned up and restored his original face, was
walking alone on the streets of Western Europe. Vaguely the sky became a little overcast, and Lin
Hao bought an umbrella, and soon the sky was raining. It was a spring rain and as it fell the air

soon became a little cooler and gloomier too. It didn't rain much ...... but it soon also left the
street free of pedestrians, and drops of rain fell to the ground, washing away the gloom on this

ground.

And Lin Hao, who was walking down the street with his umbrella, looked at the raindrops
outside his umbrella and he couldn't help but freeze for a moment. The next moment he stretched
out his hand, his white palm to touch the cold rain outside the umbrella, and for a moment a trace

of reminiscence could not help but emerge in his heart again.



"It's been a year, Xie Yan, this time last year, we had just separated as well, and now a

whole year has passed since that time last year ......" Lin Hao's palm touched the rain outside the

umbrella, and his mouth muttered.

A year ago at this time, he and Shen Xiyan had just divorced not long ago, and at that

time the two of them were also separated in Nanjiang City. And what hadn't occurred to him was

that a whole year had passed so quickly. And in this year, too many things had happened between
him and Shen Xi Yan.

Having endured the parting, Shen Xi Yan went alone to Yanjing to find him, to Tianhai to
find him, then the two of them getting back together, then going back to Nanjiang City together,
then remarrying, then going to Tianhai City, having a grand wedding, then going to Yanjing, then
that tragedy that happened three months ago. In the end, only Lin Hao was left alone to escape to
this side of Western Europe. Time had passed so long before he knew it, so long ......

Lin Hao walked slowly in the rain with his umbrella, against the cold wind and the cold

rain. He walked step by step on the empty streets, no longer accompanied by anyone around him?
Zero dyed ai er closed yi yi cover? The company.

And with every step Lin Hao took, he walked with memories in his heart, thinking of the
sweetness of the past when he and Shen Xiyan were together. In these three months of his
decadence on this side of Western Europe, he has seen too much of life and the world. The world
was neither black nor white, but grey, and there were uncountable people going against the grain
in sorrow, like Linda, who had endured too much herself to protect her daughter and to give her a
better upbringing. Another example is the girl she saved, innocent enough to think that this whole
world is beautiful ......
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These two journeys awakened the fighting spirit in Lin Hao's heart, awakening his heart that had
almost fallen into darkness and into the abyss of the extreme path. It allowed him to slowly come

out from the precipice of collapse.

He declined for almost three months as he ran away from everything, closing himself off

completely in a world of sadness and despair. But the world would still go on, even if he was Lin
Hao. No matter how powerful he was, no matter how gaijin he was, the world was still running the
same way without him.

And Lin's blood feud is still waiting for him to be avenged. His best brother, Night One,
died in front of his eyes in the end to save him, and this revenge must also be avenged. And I

guess that now Night One's red-head, Gu Yue, is all still waiting for him somewhere in Western

Europe, only Gu Yue will never wait for Night One's return, I'm afraid. The love of his life, Shen
Xiyan, is still unconscious and waiting for him to save her. His sister, Lin Qingcheng, is in
Western Europe, waiting for him to return, holding up the mess that has befallen her. And the

brothers Mo Tianji, Jiang Shaoming and others who were not affected by the battle and remained
in Tianhai City? The other brothers, such as Mo Tianji and Jiang Shaoming, who were not
affected by the battle, are waiting for his return. The company is also waiting for his return ......

Too many people are waiting for his return, waiting for him to take them again, to conquer,
to take revenge ......

Lin Hao, who was slowly walking in the rain, slowly as his figure walked further and

further away, the aura on his body also became stronger and stronger originally, and soon

climbed to the peak state, then a light sound inaudible to outsiders came out, the aura on Lin
Hao's body instantly broke through to the middle Xiantian level, and this did not stop there, it
continued to climb until it reached the peak of the middle Xiantian level, and even the late

Xiantian Sovereign was only that thin window paper away.



The injuries on Lin Hao's body had long since recovered as before, and three months ago,
after his head-on confrontation with Cang, and then after the whole Lin tragedy, he had broken

through to the deeper levels of the Extreme Dao. He had known this two months ago when he had
gone to that abandoned factory to rescue Jenny, it was just that at that time, his whole being was
still in despair. He didn't bother with it, and now it was natural that the water had come to him.

In the past two months, when he was in contact with Jenny and Linda, he had zeroed in on
the world and let go of everything to look at it as the lowest, most ordinary and commonplace

person. The martial arts dao in his heart had instead progressed faster and was very, very solid,
and now he was even just a hair's breadth away from the late Xiantian stage. Lin Hao was most
aware of his own state, and he had great certainty that in another month at most, he would be able

to break through, because now he had found his own path, and there was no time when he could
see his way ahead so clearly.

And once he had managed to break through, he would return to China to seek revenge on
Cang. On the one hand, it was his own path as a Jidao Sovereign. A Jidao Sovereign was capable

of fighting across three small classes, for example, when Lin Hao's Jidao broke through to the late
Xiantian stage, he would theoretically be able to rival the middle stage of a higher tier. Of course
this is only theoretical, and in practice because a large realm has to be crossed in between, this
formula would most likely not be applied. But in any case, no matter how much it doesn't count,
by the time he reaches the late stage of the Extreme Dao, he will be able to be among that level of
combat power, completely surpassing the class of Innate Sovereign.

And the most important point was that even if Cang had not died, he had been seriously

injured after that battle at Lin's, and had even had part of his Dao base chopped off by Lin Yan, so
Cang's combat power would definitely have to fall much, much lower. This was something that
Jun Wu Regret, who was still in Yanjing, understood, so Jun Wu Regret was now desperately

sending out more people to find Cang's whereabouts. Naturally Jun Wu Regret understands, Lin
Hao naturally also understands ......



"Cang, how could I, Lin Hao, wait for you to return to your peak? Impossible, you have
been calculating for decades, toying with our four great clans, overthrowing my Lin clan, killing
my beloved, how could I possibly let you live ......" Lin Hao muttered in his heart, his figure in
the rain, walking farther and farther away... ...
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Time slowly passed as Lin Hao walked in the direction of where Lin Qingcheng was, well, the
whole way was purely walking past. On this journey, he walked over mountains and rivers, over
fields, over villages and cities, over swamps and mud ......

Lin Hao was like an ascetic, walking step by step through one country after another with

his feet on the ground. The countries on this side of Western Europe are all relatively small in size

and there are many small countries. Although there are border checks at the borders of each
country, but with Lin Hao's strength, he wanted to be undetected by those people? The first thing

you need to do is to get to the border. The first time I saw him, it was very easy.

This journey, to put it bluntly, is Lin Hao's own road to ask for his heart, to sort out all his
experiences in this life, all his feelings, so as to strengthen his heart even more, and all the

injustices Lin Hao encountered along the way, he would also help. Along the way, Lin Hao had
fought off too many black and evil forces, clearing the air in these small countries in Western

Europe. And slowly and unknowingly Lin Hao was making a big name for himself, the Dark
Deacon!

The things Lin Hao did and the places he passed through naturally all reached Lin
Qingcheng's ears. Inside Lin Qingcheng's office, she was lying on her desk looking at a map, on
the map was a route from east to west, that route was the route Lin Hao had taken. A route that was

heading her way.



Lin Qingcheng smiled, a heartfelt smile, his brother was slowly making his way towards
her. Although it had been three months until now, she and Lin Hao hadn't even met. But she was
sure that before long, his brother would appear before her, and the Lin Hao of that time would be

a brand new Lin Hao. A Lin Hao who was stronger inside, a truly qualified family head, and
would be the most powerful family head the Lin's had ever seen!

"Brother, I'll wait for you ......" Lin Qingcheng murmured as she looked at the map, the
smile on her face grew even bigger, she finally had a slight relief in her heart, these days, he had
long since reached his limit as he alone supported the shattered Lin Clan.

It was late at night in a dark den in a small border town, where too many trafficked
women were being held, from all over the world, and every day was a living hell for these women.
Every day they live in despair, and they have even given up hope. It's not that they haven't
resisted, but every time they do, they get deeper despair, so they are desperate ......

And the next moment, suddenly the light of countless torches shone on them, they were
being held in one cellar after another. The next moment as the flashlights shone, the cellar doors
were opened, and the women who were about to dodge, suddenly heard a siren blaring outside,
followed by a uniformed police officer, walking in on them. Picking them up and heading out,
they finally settled down a little at the sight of the policemen, followed by confusion.
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All along the way as these trafficked, imprisoned and bullied women made their way outside,
they were shocked to find that those who had previously imprisoned them, those powerful black
and evil men, were all dead, and the bodies of those black and evil men were everywhere. On the
ground in the distance, dozens of Western European police officers were transporting the bodies

outside.



"May I ask who saved us?" The women all opened their mouths and asked the policemen,
instinctively not believing in the ability of these Western European policemen, as they had all

been scared by those black and evil forces before, and there was no way they could have ended

this black and evil organisation to rescue them.

The policemen escorting the women all had a hint of embarrassment on their faces, but
then they all looked incomparably in awe at a figure in a black trench coat under the distant night
sky: "The Dark Deacon ......"

The women looked with the policeman's eyes, and then they saw Lin Hao, who was
dressed in black, walking further and further away in the night ...... Then the women, who had
been rescued by Lin Hao, all knelt down to Lin Hao one by one. With their hands joined together,
they gave silent thanks to Lin Hao.

And there were some of those police officers who wanted to leave Lin Hao behind, but
they really didn't dare, the dark deacon was too powerful. Even if all of their police force came
together, they would not be a match for him alone. And they didn't dare to make an arrest of Lin
Hao. The higher-ups had given a deadly order long ago that they were absolutely not allowed to

investigate Lin Hao. This is on the one hand the pressure that Lin Qingcheng put on those people,
on the other hand is also the extreme terror of Lin Hao, today in Western Europe, I am afraid that

no organization can intercept the current Lin Hao, his deterrent power alone can reach the level of
nuclear bombs, the more powerful black and evil forces, in front of him, is also the part of the
smoke dissipated ......

The night time Lin Hao walked, when he walked to the middle of an open and unoccupied
field. Suddenly with him as the centre, the whole world's picture, all seemed to have a moment of
freezing.



It was a huge field of a thousand acres in circumference, a huge circle of several miles in
diameter, and on the periphery of the circle were all chunks of tall jungle, and if one looked down
from above, then it seemed as if the place was a circular pit trodden down by a giant beast from
beyond the heavens. And at this moment Lin Hao is standing in the middle of this huge circle,
and above his head is the rolling white moon in the sky.

A soft click ...... came out, and the aura on Lin Hao's body slowly rose, a real watery
moment, this moment since the last breakthrough, and after almost half a month, after walking
through the fourteen cities of the three kingdoms, Lin Hao's accumulation was finally completely
enough, and tonight in this peaceful environment, his state of mind also reached the best, all this
moment directly broke through ......

And it was still the most powerful Extreme Daoist Patriarch among the current Patriarchs,
at this moment he broke through to the late Extreme Daoist Patriarch. The real battle power has
completely ranked among that level of Cang, perhaps now he is more powerful than in his heyday?
Fushun Shan'er grasping Yi Xiaoxi? Cang is much, much worse, but how can one say that now in

terms of great realm battle power he is no longer inferior to Cang. And let's not forget that because
of the magnificent sacrifice of Lin's full family, the current Cang was also crippled.

Lin Hao clenched his fist, he had a clear feeling that the man he was now, I'm afraid,
could defeat the man he was three months ago with just one strike! If he could have possessed

such fighting power three months ago during the Lin tragedy, then he, together with Lin Yan Jun
Wu Regretful Psi Dao Yi and the others, would probably have left Cang completely behind in that
battle.

As Lin Hao felt his increasingly powerful fighting strength, he couldn't help but look up at
the white moon above his head and take a deep breath, "Cang, are you ...... ready to die?"
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Three days later early in the morning, wearing a white suit dress Lin Qingcheng, hurried towards
the conference room inside the base, where there are people who came from the country, Mo
Tianji, Jiang Shaoming and others.

Bang ...... the next moment Lin Qingcheng a push open the office? The next moment Lin

Qingcheng pushed open the office? The door of the room, met a few people who came over last

night overnight.

The moment Lin Qingcheng went in, Jiang Shaoming and Mo Tianji also hurriedly got up

and stood up, the two of them also had a very bad time in these three months, Lin Hao had such

a big incident, they were also incomparably desperate, but life goes on, Lin Hao now also has

news coming in uninterruptedly, because the bad news came too fast, so they have been staying in
Tianhai City they, but escaped a disaster. But it was also because the bad news came so quickly

that, relatively speaking, the two of them, who had been operating in Tianhai City, had left the

deepest roots in Lin Hao.

Compared to the power of the entire Lin Clan, Nanjiang City and Tianhai City were Lin

Hao's real roots, his brothers were there, his strength was there, and as long as Tianhai was fine,
then as long as one day Lin Hao returned, they would be able to rejoin him at the fastest speed and

follow him to Yanjing! So even though three months had passed since the bad news, Jiang
Shaoming and Mo Tianji didn't go anywhere, they just held on to their grief and continued to

make Lin Hao's foundation even more solid!

Lin's bad news, these three months is not no one from the Lin's, on the contrary many

such people, but Mo Tianji and Jiang Shaoming have not, they have been waiting, has been
silently waiting for Lin Hao's return. And also with the existence of the two of them, so the
foundation of Tianhai City did not appear any big chaos, those top forces of Tianhai City, also still
suppressed to death.



Lin Qingcheng looked at Jiang Shaoming and Mo Tianji, who had deep sunken eye

sockets and a haggard look, and suddenly bent down and bowed deeply to the two of them, "On
behalf of Lin Hao, I would like to say thank you to the two of you for not leaving my Lin Clan

when it was struck by a great calamity ......"

Jiang Shaoming and Mo Tianji saw that Lin Qingcheng actually personally bowed down
to the two of them, they were so scared that they hurriedly dodged away, while dodging away
they said anxiously, "Eldest Miss, never, never, never, we are the Lord's brothers, no matter what
happens, we will never betray in our lives, let alone now that the Lord has news ......"

Mo Tianji finished speaking and hurriedly helped Lin Qingcheng up together with Jiang
Shaoming and asked Lin Qingcheng, "Eldest Miss, I heard that the Lord has news right? Where is

he now? Can we be sure? The group of brothers we left behind in Tianhai are all eager to see him.
The combat sequences under Tianhai's command are already planning to kill up to Yanjing to

avenge our lord, and Shao Ming and I can barely suppress it ......"

Lin Qingcheng couldn't help but be more than a little moved in her heart after hearing this,
the Lin Clan had suffered a great calamity, the entire Lin Clan compound had been razed to the

ground, Lin Hao, the contemporary family head, was nowhere to be found, but even so, none of
those brothers under Lin Hao's command had actually betrayed, they were all thinking of
avenging Lin Hao!

Lin Qingcheng took a deep breath and slowly said, "I don't know exactly where Lin Hao

is, but I feel that he will be back soon, just about, just about, then Lin Qingcheng spread a map on
the table and showed Mo Tianji and Jiang Shaoming Lin Hao's route of travel ......"

Finally Lin Qingcheng pointed to a red dot and said, "Lin Hao's route of movement is
very slow, he should not take a car, but just walk over, but according to estimates, at most, there
will be another two or three days or so, he will be able to come over ......"
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After Lin Qingcheng finished speaking, Mo Tianji immediately stared carefully at the map, then
did a quick calculation in his heart. Soon he had a bottom in his mind and nodded, "Hmm, not
bad, the lord is about to come over ......"

Mo Tianji thought about it and turned his head to Jiang Shaoming and said, "Then
Shaoming since big brother is now about to return, you stay here and help Missy, I'll go back to
Tianhai, there has to be someone watching over there in Tianhai, and also those top families in

Tianhai City, they are also a bit restless now, I'll leave right now ......"

Mo Tianji immediately made a decision, after confirming the news of Lin Hao's
imminent return again, he no longer dragged his feet, although in his heart he also wanted to stay
over here and follow the crowd and wait for Lin Hao, but the group of brothers over in Tianhai
also needed him to pacify and suppress them. Otherwise, there would definitely be a big mess.

"Eldest Miss, take care, I'll wait for you and Lord ...... at Tianhai," Mo Tianji gave Lin

Qingcheng a fist hug after he finished speaking to Jiang Shao Ming, then headed out. And in just
these three months, the heartbroken Mo Tianji already had white hair on his head, and he had the
same deep sadness hidden in his eyes, he just didn't show it.

"Tianji, about grandpa Mo, please still feel sorry for him, when Lin Hao comes back,
don't worry, we will definitely avenge grandpa Mo! ......" Lin Qingcheng had known Mo Tianji

for a long time, when Mo Yuntian was alive, she often went to Mo Yuntian's stronghold in Tianhai
City, and she had met Mo Tianji there.



Mo Tianji turned around and gave Lin Qingcheng a deep look, looking at Lin Qingcheng
who was standing in front of him? Dyeing the ground Lu 零零珊扒珊? The company's main
business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. .

"Tianji! Don't call me Missy in the future, call me Qingcheng ......" Lin Qingcheng also
had a trace of wetness in her eyes and shouted at Mo Tianji's distant back. Mo Tianji's body
trembled violently when he reached the door, but he did not turn back, but walked faster ......

And Lin Qingcheng did not slow down until long after Mo Tianji had gone, her eyes still
looking at the direction Mo Tianji had left outside the door, even though there was already long
gone Mo Tianji's figure. Jiang Shaoming, who was still in the office at the moment, could also

sense that something was wrong between Mo Tianji and Lin Qingcheng. The two of them have

been working together in Tianhai City for the past few months, and more often than not, he has
been the main focus of Mo Tianji. And this time when he came to this side of Western Europe,
originally he could not leave when Mo Tianji was desperately needed over in Tianhai City. But he
still followed along and came over overnight, and now after just meeting Lin Qingcheng once, he
left ......

It was only at the moment when Mo Tianji and Lin Qingcheng looked at each other just
now that Jiang Shaoming snapped to attention, and then he looked at Lin Qingcheng in surprise.

The hot tears in Lin Qingcheng's eyes instantly fell, she froze and looked at the direction

Mo Tianji left and slowly said: "I knew him a long time ago, he was really excellent,
incomparably excellent in any aspect. But in front of me he has always treated me like a big miss,
this was requested by Grandpa Mo when he was alive and he has been abiding by it, so until now
he has never called me by my name, even once ......"

Lin Qingcheng's own personality was the big-hearted type, while Mo Tianji was the silent
type when he was a child. So Lin Qingcheng often teases him, in front of Mo Tianji, Lin



Qingcheng is really not the least bit scrupulous. It was only slowly that both of them developed a

liking for each other in their hearts. But because of the status of each other, even if Lin Qingcheng
had the intention, Mo Tianji himself did not dare to overstep the mark. When Mo Lao was alive,
he even deeply explained this issue to Mo Tianji.

Jiang Shaoming's heart trembled violently, opened his mouth only to sigh, now he can

not say anything. He could only lament in his heart about Lin Qingcheng's fate with Mo Tianji,
and he could not say anything. And there is also the most important point is that now Lin Hao has

not yet returned, and the Lin family's blood feud has not yet been avenged ......

Bang ...... The next moment, suddenly the door of the office was opened from the outside

and a ghastly white faced warrior rushed in and said to Lin Qingcheng anxiously as soon as he
entered, "Eldest Miss, it's not good, something has happened ......"
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